
 
 

Disclosure, consent, and disclaimer form  
 

Thank you for visiting Move Forward Natural Health and for using our 
naturopathic services.  Dr. Ryan Kneessi has a degree of “Doctor of Naturopathic 

Medicine” from National University of Health Sciences, an accredited school in the state 
of Illinois.   

 The state of Illinois does not yet offer licensure for naturopathic doctors. 
Therefore, Dr. Ryan Kneessi, can’t be your primary care provider because he doesn’t 

hold a medical license. It is recommended that you maintain a relationship with, and, 
when necessary, seek treatment from, a licensed primary care provider.  Dr. Ryan 
Kneessi is acting in a health consultant capacity only as he is not treating, curing, 
diagnosing, or preventing any disease or medical diagnosis.   

 
Please initial the following:  
_______I am willfully accepting a naturopathic consultation from Ryan Kneessi.  
_______I acknowledge that Ryan Kneessi is not acting in any capacity as a 

licensed physician, but is providing general wellness consulting and education.  
_______I acknowledge that Ryan Kneessi does not diagnose or treat physical or 

mental ailments, diseases of psychological conditions. Ryan Kneessi provides general 
wellness consultation that may or may not confer health benefit to the individual.  

_______Lab work that is reviewed or requested by the Practitioner is done to 
assist in creating an educational platform. A medical diagnosis must be sought from an 
Illinois licensed healthcare provider.  

_______I will not take any supplements, herbals, or vitamins purchased from Dr. 
Ryan Kneessi before discussing with my doctor or physician.  Please seek care from a 
qualified health care professional   Ryan Kneessi does not claim that such products treat, 
cure or prevent physical and/or mental ailments or disease. The effects of the products 
available through Move Forward Natural Health have not been evaluated by the Food & 
Drug Administration.  
 
Date:___________   Signed:___________________________________ 
     Print:_____________________________________ 
 
By typing your name, you are signing this Agreement electronically.  By initialing above, 
you are initialing this Agreement electronically.  You agree your electronic signature is 
the legal equivalent of your manual signature on this Agreement. By typing your name 
you consent to be legally bound by this Agreement's terms and conditions. 
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